### Philosophy

**School of Letters and Arts**

Beginning Fall 2013

---

**YEAR** | **FALL SEMESTER** | **SPRING SEMESTER** | **GENERAL EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS**
--- | --- | --- | ---
**FRESHMAN** | DGN 1101 The Responsible Self 2 cr<br>ENG 1110 First Year Composition 4 cr (or spring term)<br>General Education<br>PHL 1105 Logic 4 cr | DGN 1102 And Dignity for All 2 cr<br>CTA 1102 Human Communication 4 cr (or fall term)<br>General Education<br>Either: PHL 1114 The Philosophical Perspective 4 cr, OR PHL 2205 Philosophy of Person 4 cr | **Freshman Requirement (12 Credits)**<br>DGN 1101 (2 cr) and 1102 (2 cr) and ENG 1110 (4 cr) and CTA 1102 (4 cr)<br><br>**General Education**<br>(1) CULTURAL DIVERSITY (may meet a second general education requirement)<br>(2) SOCIAL SCIENCE<br>(3) WORLD LANGUAGE<br>(4) LITERATURE<br>(5) ANALYTICAL REASONING (met by PHL 1105)<br>(6) NATURAL SCIENCE<br>(7) HISTORY (not HIS 2231)<br>(8) FINE ARTS<br>(9) PHILOSOPHY (met by PHL 2214)<br>(10) RELIGIOUS STUDIES<br>(11) GENERAL EDUCATION UPPER DIVISION ELECTIVE WRITING COURSE

**SOPHOMORE** | General Education<br>General Education<br>PHL 2214 Ethics 4 cr | General Education<br>General Education<br>Either: PHL 1114 The Philosophical Perspective 4 cr, OR PHL 2205 Philosophy of Person 4 cr | **Application to the major is made during the SPRING semester of the SOPHOMORE year.**

**JUNIOR** | General Education<br>General Education<br>PHL 3302 History of Ancient and Medieval Philosophy 4 cr | General Education<br>General Education<br>PHL 3304 Renaissance and Modern Philosophy 4 cr<br>4 cr PHL course chosen with advisement | **JUNIOR**<br>General Education<br>Upper Division Writing Course 4 cr<br>Upper Division PHL course chosen with advisement 4 cr<br>General Education 4 cr

**SENIOR** | General Education Upper Division Writing Course 4 cr<br>Upper Division PHL course chosen with advisement 4 cr<br>General Education 4 cr | PHL 4444 Senior Seminar 4 cr<br>Upper Division PHL course chosen with advisement 4 cr | Upper Division PHL course chosen with advisement 4 cr

---

Note: The Philosophy major allows for a second major to be sought.

To graduate from The College of St. Scholastica, students must complete a total of **128 credits** of which **42** need to be upper division credits. Upper division credits are those numbered **3000 or greater** and can **not** include graduate level credits.